
it comes in threes...

• Triple transition
– Young person to adult – independence/dignity

– Parent to carer...

– Professionals learning to let go or enable/take on the 
unknown

• Triple challenge for families
– Many young people die at or just after transition – their 

condition deteriorating but ‘up and down’

– Services ‘just stop’ exactly when they are needed most...

– ...when parents are getting older ...

• Triple challenge in the current context
– Increased demand for improved end of life care for all

– Cuts to services with negative impact on joint working and 
workforce capacity

– Major NHS changes through clinical commissioning
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“A 
universally 

awful 
experience”

The Marie Curie Young People and 
Transition Programme 

Young People & Transition Programme

Dept of Health funding from 2010 for 
children’s palliative care £30million for 
England 

2 phases:
Phase 1 Evidence gathering Jan – March 2011

Phase 2 Piloting/work following up Phase 1 
recommendations June 11 – June 12

Aim for Marie Curie to lead and learn as an 
adult provider

Phase 1 findings:

Young people want

a ‘normal life’

They have 
aspirations

& strengths, not just 
‘needs’

‘We may miss some of the very 
simple but important things 
young people want to do’   
(social work professional)

Transition is difficult because 
when they’re under a 
Consultant Paediatrician, 
there is one point of contact. 
Once they’re an adult, it’s all 
different consultants and for 
emergency admissions it’s 
whoever’s on call for that one 
episode... 
Transition worker 

 

You might have people in 
your house over night, 
which you need, so you 
can sleep. That is huge. I 
can think of nothing 
worse, having strangers in 
my house while I’m 
asleep. With my 
relationships and all that. 
Well it’s huge isn’t it? And 
all that’s going on while 
trying to maintain as 
normal as possible family 
life.  
Mother of young person 
 

The system was there, the 
services were there, it’s just the 
money. And it’s a problem you 
come up against again and 
again, you can see the door, 
you can touch the door but you 
can’t find the right key to open 
it.     
Transition worker 

The education process for dealing 
with these young people is 
inconsistent and fragmented. 
Variation occurs from authority 
to authority and from borough to 
borough and is likely to get worse 
in the current context as 
described to us 
PSW team 

 

New ways of thinking & doing in difficult times. 
www.publicserviceworks.com  

 

A paradox for all services...

Life-limited young person Independent adult

Infantilised, 
medicalised
‘If I lose control 
I lose everything’
(young person)

Invisible, 
denial of needs
‘we were so busy with 
transition
we missed the real 
palliative 
care needs’ (nurse)

... how to work 
fully with both
elements on the 
top line
...and avoid 
slipping into the 
negatives below

http://www.publicserviceworks.com/

